Absolute travel distance from optic flow.
Optic flow fields provide rich information about the observer's self-motion. Besides estimation of the direction of self-motion human observers are also able to discriminate the travel distances of two self-motion simulations. Recent studies have shown that observers estimate the simulated ego velocity of the self-motion simulation and integrate it over time. Thus, observers use a 3-D percept of the ego motion through the environment. In the present work we ask if human observers are able to use this 3-D percept of the motion simulation to build up an internal representation of travel distance and indicate it in a static scene. We visually simulated self-motion in different virtual environments and asked subjects to indicate the perceived distances in terms of static virtual intervals on the ground. The results show that human observers possess a static distance gauge, but that they undershoot the travel distances for short motion simulations. In further experiments we changed the modality of the distance indication but the undershoot in distance estimation remained. This suggests that the undershoot is linked to the perception of the optic flow field.